Traditional Shop
Touchless Shop

 Merchandise is Shipped to the school
 Volunteers set up the shop in the school




 Students will walk through the shop, select

gifts and make purchases.
 Dates: Most schools run 3-5 days during

November or December.

 Volunteers set up the shop in the school
 Students will walk through the

shop, and enjoy a touchless
preview of the gifts, if you choose to have a preview.

 Free Supplies/ Bonuses
 Profit: 0%-20% or select custom pricing
 Due to the unknowns there will be

Merchandise is Shipped to the school
Gift Guide Envelopes and Color Fliers are sent home.

 Students

visit the shop by class; small groups from each class
are recommended

NO

Cancellation Fee .

 A small basket or carrier of some type (Dollar Tree is a great

source) is provided for the student to hold with both hands,
as they shop. Their envelope is placed in the basket, as well.
When they have decided on an item, they will raise their
hand and a volunteer will place it in their basket.

 Mask (for volunteers),

Hand Sanitizer and
Signs that say “Maintain 6 Feet” will be
supplied.

Suggestions:
 No more than 12-15 kids at a time in the store.

(Depending on room size the numbers could
change.)
 Schedule each classroom to come different

times/days. (Schedule will be provided in your
chairperson handbook.)
 Distance your tables to help with social distancing
 Only let students enter the store if they plan to

purchase gifts.
 Follow your school district guidelines
 If you have students participating in virtual

learning. Schedule them to come shop a certain
day/time.



Students bring their selections to the register, gifts are placed
in gift bags and sent back to class with the students.

 Dates: Most schools run 3-5 days during November or

December.
 Free Supplies/Bonuses
 Profit: 0%-20% or select custom pricing
 Due to the unknowns there will be

NO Cancellation Fee .

 Mask (for volunteers),

Hand Sanitizer and Signs that say
“Maintain 6 Feet” will be supplied.

Suggestions:
 Schedule each classroom to come different times/days for the walk

through. (Schedule will be provided in your chairperson handbook.)
 Distance your tables to help with social distancing
 Follow your school district guidelines

